
Protocol of TID Board Meeting 8 June 2012  
 
 

Ad. 1.       Update from the Chair 

1.1. Janne Liburd informed the board about the status of signing the MoU by the partner 

institutions. CRT has already returned the document to the Secretariat, while the signing 

procedures are still in progress at the other members. Aarhus University asked for 

specifying the costs of the annual meeting, which has been provided by this years host 

(CLC’S, CBS) 

1.2. The Chair met MP H.C. Thorning (Venstre) to present him with our network and agenda 

(incl. distribution of the White Paper). Thorning acknowledged the role of tourism research 

and agreed to involve TID in future initiatives. He also suggested TID to participate future 

political events, for instance the Folkemødet på  Bornholm.  

  
Ad 2.      Working group updates and discussion 

2.1. PhD School. The board discussed and endorsed Carina Ren’s proposal for a doctoral 

seminar (2 ECTS). According to the plan, the seminar will be held at AAU Copenhagen in 

October 2012 (day seminar with an expected student workload of 50 hours). In order to cover 

expenses related to invited speakers and catering, participants are asked to pay a minor fee. 

Carina Ren will provide the Board with a zero-profit budget for the seminar, based on 

maximum 15 participants. 

The Board also discussed the general position towards funding doctoral seminars and agreed 

that host institutions take the financial responsibility for individual seminars that members 

organize in turns.  

 

2.2.  Bibliometric references. Henrik Halkier (AAU) has sent a request FI concerning the need of 

initiating and independent disciplinary bibliometric group for Tourism. The Board discussed 

whether the heading should be Tourism & Hospitality and concluded to stay with the original 

suggestion (Tourism). 

 

2.3.White paper: The Board discussed practical and strategic issues related to the maintenance 

and development of the White Paper. It was decided that aligned with the open and inclusive 

spirit of TID, we welcome every researcher who identifies him/herself as tourism researcher. 

We will take turns with updating the White paper. Kristian Anders Hvass (CBS) agreed to 

undertake the task this year, including translating the WP into English and find ways of 

developing it into a digital wiki format. Anders Sørensen agreed to turn the extensive White 

Paper into more user-friendly a “pixie book” for representative purposes. Jie Zhang suggested 

including a new thematic section indexing topic experts in the digital version. Deadline for 

sending updates to the White Book is 30 November 2012. 

 

  



2.4      Journal. Can Seng Ooi submitted a detailed suggestion for launching a peer-reviewed, 

open access journal (hosted by CBS). Several members of the board raised concerns about the 

feasibility of such an initiative at the moment (discussing members’ commitment to publish in a 

new channel, willingness of co-funding) as well as the relevance of the medium regarding 

informing Danish practitioners with latest research results. Upon acknowledging Can Seng’s 

contribution to prepare the proposal, the board agreed on not prioritizing the journal on the 

short term. Instead, alternative solutions and formats will be discussed at next year’s TID 

conference.  

 

Ad 3.       TS proposals 

Our industry liaisons officer (Jens Friis Jensen) will take a meeting with Turismens 

Samarbejdsforum (TS), presenting the two topical research proposals developed by Ana, 

Adriana and Szilvia on destination innovations (focusing on the supply and demand side 

respectively). The goal of this presentation is to solicit preliminary comments, identify priorities 

and collaborative commitment among practitioners. This meeting will provide the foundations 

for a more detailed research plan/proposal including budget and timeframe. 

 

 

Ad  4.       INNOTOUR  

 Janne gave a short virtual guided tour on Innotour and demonstrated various interaction 

opportunities facilitated by this platform. 

 

Ad  5.       Other business  

               

 5.1. Jane Meged forwarded an invitation for new co-editors of a SJTH Special Issue (Innovating in 

the Experience Economy). The invitation has been circulated to all TID-members after the meeting. 

 

5.2. Lulu and Jane informed about the progress concerning an anthology on Research Methods in 

Tourism (proposed by Bodil in 2011). The members of the board agreed that it is a timely initiative 

to enhance the theoretical sensitivity and the methodological identity of tourism researchers in 

Denmark. Various scenarios were been discussed and the initiators were asked to come up with 

clearly defined concept, addressing the target market (Master’s students or researchers; 

Scandinavian or international).  

 

5.3. Ana has informed about a forthcoming meeting on the 13th June with representatives from the 

Kulturstyrelsen, Erhvervs & Vækstministeriet and CLCS, where potential strategies prior to the 

launch of cross-sectoral growth teams will be discussed. The board gave mandate to Ana to 

represent TID on this meeting.  

Referent: S. Gyimóthy 
 

 


